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EUROCONTROL
41 Member States + 2 Comprehensive
Agreement States
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EUROCONTROL Activities & Locations

BELGIUM
Brussels (HQ, Network Manager, Route Charges Billing, 

Civil-Military Coordination)

NETHERLANDS
Maastricht (Upper airspace air traffic control for 
BE, NL, LU and part of DE)

FRANCE
Brétigny-sur-Orge (Experimental Centre, Innovation Labs, 

SESAR Research Programme)

LUXEMBOURG
Luxembourg (Training Centre)

“The designations employed and the presentation of the material on maps in this presentation
do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of EUROCONTROL concerning
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.”

11 
Million

Flights controlled in 2019 across our 
Member States



What data do we have and why?
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Before the day Flight plans, airport capacities & plans, 
airspace route and sector structure, aircraft 
performance, avionics, infrastructure (CNS) 
plans and availability, NOTAMs
Updates to all of these, plus radar and 
flight data from across Europe. 

Schedules, aircraft fleet plans, 
meteorology, economic data etc

On the day Other surveillance sources: Aerion, 
other ADS-B etc.

Afterwards Validated flight and fleet data, for billing;
All-causes delays and other performance data;
Fuel consumption for Emissions Trading;
ANSP costs and planning data;
Other project data

Provided to us Acquired by us
For specific purposes…

For abbreviations, see: www.eurocontrol.int/arial



We’re doing AI,                       but also feeding data into AI
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Improving operations with AI

Better flight predictions 
> better arrival-in-sector predictions 
> better use of scarce capacity

Cleaning submitted flight plans 
> faster & more efficient flight planning

Anticipating knock-on delay
> lowering the risk of hitting airport curfews
> less disruption for passengers, lower costs 
for airlines

Powering AI with our data

See more…

R&D Data Archive
14 million flights, and growing
Free access for R&D.

Network Manager B2B
Live data, for operational 
stakeholders only

Collaborative ‘walled gardens’
Airbus Skywise, EASA d4S, and 
others

Plus lots of open statistics, for 
orientation and cross-checking

Eg AIU dashboard: downloads and  daily updates.

AI-based tools for cyber resilience
> threat detection and anticipation

https://www.eurocontrol.int/artificial-intelligence
https://www.eurocontrol.int/dashboard/rnd-data-archive
https://www.eurocontrol.int/service/network-manager-business-business-b2b-web-services
https://www.eurocontrol.int/Economics/DailyTrafficVariation-States.html


Lessons from sharing data
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Share analysis capability 
rather than bulk data

“Divided by a common 
language”

SESAR research: federated model training (AI CHAIN)
Participation in d4S, Skywise, …

Decades of SWIM: now ATM Information 
Reference Model (AIRM) 

d4S: Data for Safety (EASA)
SESAR: European Aviation Research programme
SWIM: System-wide information management

Volume, terms of use, “fit for 
purpose”, …

More differences in codes and 
classification than you might think 
(aircraft, airports, …), never clean

Have to standardise our 
request-&-response 
process

Can’t answer each AI request 
individually

R&D Data Archive

And our solution includes

https://airm.aero/


SUPPORTING EUROPEAN AVIATION
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